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With several plant genomes sequenced, the power of comparative genome analysis can now be applied. However, genome-
scale cross-species analyses are limited by the effort for data integration. To develop an integrated cross-species plant genome
resource, we maintain comprehensive databases for model plant genomes, including Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), maize
(Zea mays), Medicago truncatula, and rice (Oryza sativa). Integration of data and resources is emphasized, both in house as well
as with external partners and databases. Manual curation and state-of-the-art bioinformatic analysis are combined to achieve
quality data. Easy access to the data is provided through Web interfaces and visualization tools, bulk downloads, and Web
services for application-level access. This allows a consistent view of the model plant genomes for comparative and
evolutionary studies, the transfer of knowledge between species, and the integration with functional genomics data.

The Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences
(MIPS; http://mips.gsf.de) has been involved in main-
taining plant genome databases since the Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana) genome project (Arabidopsis
Genome Initiative, 2000). Genome databases and anal-
ysis resources have focused on individual genomes
(Karlowski et al., 2003; Schoof et al., 2004) and aim to
provide flexible and maintainable data sets for model
plant genomes as a backbone against which experi-
mental data, e.g. from high-throughput functional
genomics, can be organized and evaluated. But model
genomes also form a scaffold for comparative geno-
mics, and much can be learned from genome-wide
evolutionary studies (Goff et al., 2002; Bonnet et al.,
2004).

However, genome-scale bioinformatics analyses are
limited by the effort required for data integration
(Wilkinson et al., 2005). Regarding plants only, there

is already a plethora of data resources worldwide:
Arabidopsis data is available from several genome
databases, including The Arabidopsis Information
Resource (TAIR; http://www.arabidopsis.org), The
Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR; http://www.
tigr.org), and the MIPS Arabidopsis thaliana Database
(MAtDB; http://mips.gsf.de/proj/thal/db; Rhee et al.,
2003; Wortman et al., 2003; Schoof et al., 2004). Sev-
eral resources are emerging for Medicago truncatula
(VandenBosch and Stacey, 2003; Cannon et al., 2005);
rice (Oryza sativa) is available through TIGR, Oryza-
base (Yazaki et al., 2004), or Gramene (Ware et al.,
2002); and maize (Zea mays) is maintained at MIPS or
MaizeGDB (Lawrence et al., 2004), to name just a few.
Each resource generally has its own data models,
formats, and standards. For cross-species analysis,
data must be transformed into a representation that
facilitates comparison. For updates, this must be re-
peated.

To overcome these limitations, an integrated cross-
species plant genome resource is desirable. This would
complement the efforts of species-specific databases
that focus on providing the best possible annotation
for that genome by providing a platform that facili-
tates comparative analyses. The challenges are as
follows.

1. Maintaining current and comprehensive data on
the most relevant plant model genomes and in-
tegrating this into the framework. Standardization
of data representations and interoperability with
primary databases can significantly ease the task
of data integration and updates (Schoof, 2003).
Several initiatives to provide the required technol-
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ogy and to establish standards are well under way
and are supported by numerous plant genome data
resources (Wilkinson et al., 2005, and refs. therein)
and thus will be discussed only superficially in this
article.

2. The flexibility to include additional data sets and
novel data types. The number of at least partially
sequenced plant genomes is increasing steadily. At
the same time, high-throughput functional geno-
mics experiments are yielding massive data sets
that, on one hand, need to be interpreted in the con-
text of the genome and, on the other hand, can en-
rich genome annotation. As new methodologies arise
and our knowledge of how genomes work in-
creases, new types of data, features, and novel ways
to approach genome analysis need to be accommo-
dated. For example, genome analysis previously
focused on the protein coding genes, whereas re-
cently, noncoding elements such as microRNAs
have received intense attention (Reinhart et al.,
2002).

3. The ability to work with heterogeneous data sets,
i.e. completed genomes available on a clone-by-clone
basis as well as partial genomes available through
shotgun sampling of libraries prefiltered for coding
regions. While the small plant genomes like Arabi-
dopsis, Medicago, and rice have been/are being
sequenced using a clone-by-clone approach, alter-
native approaches, including shotgun sequencing
of methyl- or Cot-filtrated libraries, are being tested
for the large genomes like maize or wheat (Triticum
aestivum; Palmer et al., 2003; Whitelaw et al., 2003).
In other cases, large expressed sequence tag (EST)
or bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) end se-
quence (BES) collections may provide a first over-
view of genome content. While complete genomes
can be represented by a single set of chromosome
sequences (sometimes called pseudomolecules) that
provide a coordinate reference for all annotation,
the latter types of sequence collections are more
dynamic: Many sequences may not be anchored to
a specific chromosome, many are redundant, and
the relations, e.g. overlaps between neighboring
sequences, are often dynamic and subject to change.
A comparative framework must be able to handle
and compare these data and overcome the struc-
tural differences.

4. Easy access, both through clickable Web interfaces
as well as through applications. Species-specific
databases have seen several years of development
and refinement of human interfaces that provide
elegant ways to browse and access the data. Cross-
species integration adds a new dimension: How to
display data from several genomes at once? This
problem is less critical for application access, where
the prime requirement is the ability to access the
data from different genomes through the same
interfaces (i.e. using the same methods), enabling
applications to work with any new genome with-
out modification of the code.

The MIPS plant genome resources started out as
a collection of species-specific databases but with the
goal of merging these into an integrated, comparative
framework (Schoof et al., 2004). Here, we present the
design and implementation of the MIPS plant genome
resources from the viewpoint of an integrative plat-
form. The current status with respect to data content,
analysis procedures, and access methods is described.
Finally, we discuss the application of these resources
for genome-scale cross-species analyses.

DESIGN

Instead of a single data warehouse, a modular
approach was chosen for the MIPS plant genome
resources. This allows for easy addition of new mod-
ules when new types of data need to be accommo-
dated and for more flexibility in development of
individual modules without being hampered by the
complexity of the whole system. To be able to manage
these data modules in a component-oriented manner,
a multitier architecture following the Java 2 Platform,
Enterprise Edition standard (http://java.sun.com/
j2ee) was implemented (Mewes et al., 2004). For in-
tegration with remote databases, the Web services-
based interoperability solutions of the BioMOBY (http:
//www.biomoby.org) initiative are implemented
(Wilkinson and Links, 2002).

The core of the system, around which other
data modules are organized, is a flexible data model
for representing genome sequence and annotation
(Karlowski et al., 2003). Three basic entities are de-
fined: Clone, Contig, and GeneticElement. Clones
store sequence and attached information that relates
to a physical plasmid clone or similar, e.g. BAC se-
quences. To assemble a representation of a genome
sequence, these clone sequences are processed to, for
example, remove overlaps and redundancy, ambigu-
ous sequence, or vector contamination, and then
stored as Contigs. The Contig data module also stores
information on how to assemble the contigs to longer
sequences or eventually pseudomolecules represent-
ing whole chromosomes.

The third data module, GeneticElement, contains
all features or elements that can be represented
through coordinates on the genome sequence: protein
coding genes, noncoding RNAs, repeats, sequenced
markers, and transposons. This list is extensible when-
ever new features or elements are discovered and can
utilize, for example, the Sequence Ontology (http://
song.sourceforge.net) for semantic relationships, e.g.
that a coding sequence is part of a transcript. Genetic-
Elements can have subelements, e.g. exons or do-
mains, that don’t exist without the GeneticElement,
e.g. exons exist only as parts of a transcript. To ac-
commodate more abstract concepts, like ‘‘gene,’’
GeneticElements can be grouped. In this way, all
GeneticElements belonging to a gene (promoter, tran-
script, alternative transcripts, regulatory elements,
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cDNA matches, etc.) can be identified through a single
group entry.

For every species, a separate physical instance of all
three data modules is created to ensure scalability and
separation of namespaces. The mapping of species to
physical database instance is performed by the mid-
dleware. The database schema is available as supple-
mental data or on the MIPS Web site.

IMPLEMENTATION

Data Content and Sources

Arabidopsis

MAtDB (Schoof et al., 2004) contains both the
original MIPS assembly of the Arabidopsis Genome
Initiative (AGI) genome sequence (Arabidopsis Ge-
nome Initiative, 2000) as well as the TIGR version 5
assembly and annotation (Wortman et al., 2003). Man-
ual curation of gene models and functional assign-
ments, which partially continued at MIPS in parallel to
the whole-genome reannotation performed by TIGR,
is currently being mapped to TIGR version 5 to pro-
vide a merged annotation set. For now, both sets can be
browsed independently. Through the European Union
PlaNet project (Schoof et al., 2004), data from many
European Arabidopsis resources are integrated
through the use of BioMOBY Web services (Wilkinson
and Links, 2002).

Medicago

The European Medicago and Legume Database
(UrMeLDB; http://www.urmeldb.net) integrates
data from both the international Medicago sequenc-
ing project (http://www.medicago.org/genome/)
and the European Medicago project (http://www.
eugrainlegumes.org; VandenBosch and Stacey, 2003).
All publicly available Medicago genomic clone data,
completed as well as unfinished, have been integrated
into UrMeLDB. On a regular basis, newly available
and updated clone sequences from the European
Molecular Biology Laboratory Nucleotide Sequence
Database (EMBL; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl) are
retrieved and integrated into UrMeLDB. Currently
(March 2005), 1,268 Medicago clone sequences are
available, more than half of which can be mapped to
a chromosome based on data from the University of
California, Davis, Medicago physical map (http://
mtgenome.ucdavis.edu).

Gene prediction and protein annotation of Medi-
cago sequences are performed in collaboration with
the International Medicago Genome Annotation
Group (IMGAG; Cannon et al., 2005). MIPS provides
genome sequences to Institut National de la Recherche
Agronomique Toulouse (http://www.toulouse.inra.
fr) for automated gene prediction using EuGène
(Schiex et al., 2001). All bioinformatic analyses avail-

able in UrMeLDB rely on this gene call set. Updates
of gene models will be recorded using the UrMeLDB
versioning facilities. Thus, changes in annotation due
to sequence reassembly or gene prediction improve-
ment can be traced.

Automated annotation of Medicago sequences, in-
cluding gene prediction, is also performed at other
sites (VandenBosch and Stacey, 2003; Cannon et al.,
2005). Given the current accuracy of gene prediction,
multiple alternative predictions can be valuable for
individual genes, allowing possible alternative models
to be considered (e.g. in planning experiments or
designing primers). However, for genome-wide anal-
ysis, a common and comparable set of gene calls will
be valuable as a reference. Efforts are under way with
several Medicago genome annotation centers within
the IMGAG (see http://www.medicago.org/genome/
IMGAG.php) to develop a common reference set of
gene model annotations for Medicago. This will be
made available through the Web portals of the groups
involved.

Grass Genomes: Rice and Maize

Both Arabidopsis and Medicago are dicotyledonous
model plants. They are essential for scientific research
but not of agronomic importance. This is an important
difference from two other prominent plant genomes,
rice and maize. These grass genomes have both a long
tradition as model plants and at the same time are crop
plants of major importance for the world food supply.
Besides, they are representatives of the monocotyle-
donous plants, which diverged from the dicotyledon-
ous plants approximately 150 to 250 million years
ago. Thus, all different levels of comparative analysis
between representatives of the monocotyledonous
and the dicotyledonous plants are of special interest.
A consistent representation of these genomes is in-
dispensable to perform such analysis in an easy and
straightforward manner. However, in some ways the
data types and research focus differ between the
species, e.g. the analysis of repeat elements and trans-
posons plays only a minor role in Arabidopsis but is
a major focus in maize (Messing et al., 2004). Thus,
a generic data model applicable to all must be flexible
enough to encompass species-specific data without
affecting comparability.

For rice, the MIPS Oryza sativa database (Karlowski
et al., 2003) includes the publicly available rice subsp.
japonica cv Nipponbare assembly and annotation as
provided by TIGR. When the International Rice Genome
Sequencing Project genome sequence and annotation
becomes available, that will be included in parallel.

The maize database includes 100 publicly available
BAC sequences with manually curated gene predic-
tions. Repeat detection and classification was also
enhanced by manual efforts. These data provide an
insight into the structure and composition of the maize
genome and provide a basis for comparative and
combinatorial analysis (Messing et al., 2004).

MIPS Integrated Plant Genome Resources
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Access and Web Query Interface

The aim of the Web interface to the MIPS plant
genome resources, available at http://mips.gsf.de/
projects/plants/, is to provide access to all included
genomes in a common format and tools for cross-
species comparisons.

To browse data, the user can navigate in a genome-
oriented way. Assuming one would, for example, start
from the chromosome list, all contigs anchored to each
chromosome can be retrieved. A contig report contains
detailed information on the entry as well as links to
sequence, EMBL database records, a list of annotated
genetic elements, or a graphical viewer. The genetic
element list links to reports on the protein genes or
other features on display. Sequences can be viewed
and downloaded as Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML; http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/), Extensible
Markup Language (XML; http://www.w3.org/
XML/), or FASTA format. For protein coding genes,
unspliced, spliced (transcript), and coding DNA se-
quences are available as well as protein sequences.
Moreover, cross-references in the reports allow easy
access to entries in external databases associated with
the entry.

Alternatively, complete lists of all sequenced con-
tigs, all genetic elements, or all elements of a selected
type are available for browsing. The tables displayed
on a given page can be sorted and filtered by clicking
on a column heading or table cell content, respectively.
The latter restricts the view to all rows that contain the
value that was clicked. Somewhat separately, lists of
clones can be browsed, by chromosome if linkage data
is available.

To visualize and browse genetic elements on a spec-
ified contig, a graphical interface, DBBrowser, was
developed (Fig. 1A). DBBrowser uses the scaleable
vector graphics (SVG) graphics format and thus allows
seamless zooming of the image as well as full editing
of the downloaded vector graphics file. The controls
for zooming and moving the image depend on the
plugin used. For users that do not have an SVG plugin
for their browser, an applet is provided that displays
the SVG. The SVG images can be downloaded and
extensively edited as vector graphics.

Search options include search by name, free text, or
sequence. The free-text search option allows inspec-
tion of the content of all text fields, and it is available
for individual genomes or across all databases. BLAST
is used as a homology search engine (Altschul et al.,
1997). The target databases for similarity searches
include clones (completed and unfinished), contigs,
and genetic elements (e.g. coding sequences). Besides
data sets from the plant projects at MIPS (Arabidopsis,
Medicago, maize, rice), Swissprot/SWALL and plant-
specific data sets selected from the EMBL nucleotide
database (e.g. all Arabidopsis ESTs) are searchable.

Finally, the download section provides ftp access to
various data downloads. This includes FASTA-formatted
sequence files for all clones/contigs and protein coding

genes. Besides this, the download section contains
functionality to create and download a Genome Anno-
tation Markup Elements file (GAMEXML; http://
xml.coverpages.org/game.html) for a specified contig
and coordinate range. The GAMEXML format is used
by the Apollo Genome Browser (Lewis et al., 2002).
Apollo provides a detailed graphical viewer for ge-
nome data with more flexible interaction possibilities
than a browser-based display. In addition, it allows
interactive curation of the genome annotation and
saves the results locally for future reference. Thus,
downloading a GAMEXML file of the region of interest
enables the user to inspect (and modify) all gene
annotation data, thus building the user’s own local,
hand-curated annotation data set. This also provides
an infrastructure for community-based distributed
manual annotation. The edited GAMEXML files
can be returned to us by e-mail for inclusion in the
database.

Web Services

Bioinformatics tools and databases are most com-
monly accessible through Web interfaces that allow
navigation using a standard browser. While it is rela-
tively easy to provide a human-readable presentation
of data in this way, the data is not easily accessed from
applications in order to be integrated with remote data
sets. Solutions to this problem have been screen
scraping, where the HTML code of Web pages was
parsed in order to grab the information therein, or the
import of bulk data dumps into local data warehouses
to make the data available for integration. Maintaining
current data is hard, as the HTML representation or
data dump format may change, requiring changes to
the parser, and as data needs to be reimported into the
local warehouse for every update.

Recently, Web services have been suggested as
a solution to the problem of data and analysis resource
interoperability and data integration for biology and
bioinformatics (Schoof et al., 2004; Wilkinson et al.,
2005). We have decided to support BioMOBY, an
emerging standard that builds on Web services and
extends these with ontologies that describe data struc-
ture, semantics, and service types (Wilkinson and
Links, 2002; Wilkinson et al., 2005). Through BioMOBY
Web services, data from the plant genome resources
at MIPS can be directly accessed from applications,
allowing analyses to be performed remotely or in-
cluded in the Web presentation without the need for
a local copy. As the data format and semantics are de-
fined in the BioMOBY ontologies, this provides solu-
tions to the issues of synchronizing data and format
updates.

Currently, 35 BioMOBY-compliant Web services
provide retrieval (22) and analysis (13) functionality
(see http://www.eu-plant-genome.net [select ‘‘Tools’’]).
These allow retrieval of protein and DNA sequences
for keywords, EMBL accessions, or AGI locus codes
(Schoof et al., 2002). The retrieved sequences can be
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passed into BLAST services for comparison against
selected sequence data sets from the MIPS plant data-
bases. Annotation can be retrieved, e.g. all Genetic-
Element entries (see above) on a given Contig, or the
coordinates of a given GeneticElement in General
Feature Format (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/

formats/GFF/GFF_Spec.shtml). These services can
be used either through a Web interface at http://
www.eu-plant-genome.net (select ‘‘Search’’), using
stand-alone tools such as Taverna (Oinn et al., 2004),
or by using the BioMOBY libraries to build custom
applications.

Figure 1. Web interfaces to the MIPS plant genome resources. A, Graphical view of an Arabidopsis contig generated by
DBBrowser, showing protein-coding genes in blue, cDNA-matches in blue and red, pseudogenes in grey, and transposons in
green and red. B, Statistics overview of the four currently available plant genomes, including average gene size, gene density per
10 kb, exon size in base pairs, exons and introns per gene, as well as the current total of predicted genes and BAC contigs. C, A
section from an ortholog list for Arabidopsis, Brassica napus, and tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), showing two groups of
tentative orthologs detected by the best bidirectional hit method (Rudd et al., 2005). It is available at http://www.eu-plant-
genome.net under Search. The scores are, from left to right: the ratio score/selfscore(seed), the alignment score of the pair divided
by the score of the alignment of the Arabidopsis sequence against itself. For a perfect match between two identical proteins, this
is 1. It gives a measure of the conservedness of the sequences, i.e. high values reflect sequences that are more similar and more
probably true orthologs. Ratios above 0.6 receive one asterisk, above 0.7 two, above 0.8 three, and very closely related
sequences with a score/selfscore ratio above 0.9 four asterisks. The ratio nextscore(seed)/score is the score of the second best hit
in Arabidopsis divided by the score of the best match pair. If there is a secondmatch with the same alignment score, this ratio is 1.
If there is no other match, it is 0. This reflects paralogs or closely related sequences, which can hinder the use as COS markers as
they lead to ambiguous ortholog relationships or mapping results. The next column gives the ratio score/selfscore, using the
selfscore of the alignment of the Brassica or tomato protein against itself. Especially for collections of partial protein sequences (in
this case the Brassica and tomato proteins, which are derived from ESTs), the selfscore of the partial protein will be significantly
lower than a full-length match. The last column gives the ratio nextscore(match)/score, using the second best hit in Brassica or
tomato. The color reflects a relative quality measure; COS marker suitability increases from green to light yellow and is highest
for sequence pairs marked in burned orange. D, This form allows the user to select customized sequence sets for download. The
user selects a sequence region of interest, e.g. all exons, all introns, all untranslated regions, all noncoding RNAs, or some
amount of sequence upstream of coding genes. Then, the genome of interest is selected. The retrieval can be restricted to a single
chromosome or contig, and a range of coordinates thereon. On submission, a multiple FASTA file is generated and can be
downloaded.
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These services implement a public application in-
terface that provides consistent access to all plant
genome resources over the Internet. On the one hand,
these allow a programmer to build applications that
retrieve data as required, e.g. retrieving genomic se-
quences, then iterating over all protein-coding genes
and extracting the upstream sequences based on their
coordinates. On the other hand, BioMOBY also pro-
vides tools with more user-friendly interfaces that
allow point-and-click discovery of data (Wilkinson
et al., 2005). As the services provided by the MIPS
plant genome resources implement full middleware
access to the underlying databases, these tools can be
used to remotely perform large-scale and complex
comparative analyses across species that were pre-
viously possible only with local access to the data.

Analyses: Tools and Results

The first overview of a genome can be achieved
through some basic statistics, like average gene length,
exon number, gene density, or GC content. These are
regularly calculated from the plant genome databases
and made available in the Web interface (Fig. 1B).

An important tool for comparative genomics is the
prediction of orthologs between genomes. We use
a tool initially designed for the detection of putative
conserved orthologous set (COS) markers (Fulton et al.,
2002; Rudd et al., 2005) to extract possible orthologs
from the Similarity Matrix of Proteins (SIMAP; http://
mips.gsf.de/proj/simap/) database of all-against-all pro-
tein similarity searches (Mewes et al., 2004; Güldener
et al., 2005). Basically, best bidirectional FASTA matches
are selected as tentative orthologs, with a filter to select
against proteins that have a close paralog in any
species. The resulting lists of predicted orthologs can
be browsed, or only orthologous sets with a represen-
tative in each of a selected set of species selected (Fig.
1C). These ortholog tables will form the basis for
displaying information transferred from putative or-
thologs in more fully annotated species, e.g. the Medicago
protein reports could include functional annotation
from predicted orthologous proteins in Arabidopsis.

The consistent application interface to all plant
databases at MIPS facilitates the implementation of
sophisticated query tools. We have set up a sequence
export tool that allows users to download specific se-
quence data sets such as all first introns of all protein-
coding genes on a selected contig, or a selected number
of base pairs upstream of all start codons in a ge-
nome (Fig. 1D). This will soon also be available as a Web
service.

USAGE EXAMPLES

The Web service interface to the MIPS plant genome
resources provides a versatile and powerful, yet easy
to use, access for remote users, enabling them to create
their own analyses. An example workflow that can be

realized in this way would retrieve putative Gene-
Ontology (GO; Ashburner et al., 2000) terms for all the
genes on a Medicago contig (Fig. 2). It can be executed
using either a step-by-step procedure with the Gbrowse
form-based BioMOBY client available at http://www.
eu-plant-genome.net, or Taverna for one-click execu-
tion (see supplemental data for a Taverna XML work-
flow definition file). It starts by retrieving a Medicago
contig using a free-text search with a BAC clone name.
Then the MIPS plant databases are queried for all
GeneticElements on this contig, and the protein se-
quence for each is retrieved. The latter is used to
execute a BioMOBY BLAST search against the Arabi-
dopsis proteome. Another BioMOBY service extracts
the AGI LocusCodes (Schoof et al., 2002) of matching
proteins, which serve as inputs to the AGI-LocusCode-
to-GO BioMOBY service provided by the Arabidopsis
thaliana Insertion Database (Pan et al., 2003) to retrieve
putative GO terms.

This can be extended to a whole-genome compara-
tive analysis by retrieving GO term annotation for all
Arabidopsis genes with a putative ortholog in both
Medicago and rice, compared to all Arabidopsis genes
with no detected ortholog in Medicago or rice. This
workflow is available as supplemental data or from
the MIPS Web site. It first retrieves all identifiers for all
protein-coding genetic elements in the MIPS Arabi-
dopsis database. Then, it queries a service that returns
putative orthologs between Arabidopsis, Medicago,
and rice (based on best bidirectional hits extracted
from the MIPS SIMAP database; Güldener et al., 2005).
Extraction of the Arabidopsis identifiers only from the
output yields Arabidopsis proteins with orthologs in
both Medicago and rice. A difference set operator
available as a local processor within Taverna is used to
compare the list of all Arabidopsis identifiers to this
list, returning Arabidopsis proteins with no ortholog
detected in both Medicago and rice. Both lists of AGI
locus codes are used to independently query the
Arabidopsis thaliana Insertion Database GO BioMOBY
service, returning all GO terms annotated to these
proteins. Up to this point, the workflow can be built by
point-and-click using existing processors and services,
and the result could be saved as an Excel file for
further analysis. In the example provided, some lines
of script code were added (Taverna provides Bean-
Shell processors for this task) that count, for each GO
term in the list, how often this term occurs in the input
data. Thus, the number of proteins annotated with
each GO term is returned, both in Arabidopsis pro-
teins with putative orthologs and, for comparison, in
Arabidopsis proteins with no ortholog detected in
both Medicago and rice.

The result is provided as an Excel file in the
supplemental data; the most frequent GO terms are,
unsurprisingly, GO:0000004 biological_process unknown
and GO:0008372 cellular_component unknown. How-
ever, both these terms are underrepresented in the
set of Arabidopsis proteins with putative orthologs,
suggesting that conserved proteins are more likely to
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be annotated with functional or localization infor-
mation.

Executing this workflow requires several hours and
1 GB of RAM on a standard workstation, as tens of
thousands of Web service calls are executed, returning
89,444 GO term-protein associations. This may seem
tedious to anyone accustomed to answering such
questions using, for example, SQL queries on a data
warehouse. However, Taverna and the Web service
architecture are fully capable of this kind of analysis
and allow enormous flexibility in the generation of
queries, without the need for warehoused data or
knowledge of SQL. Instead, distributed data sources
can be combined on the fly. Instead of using precalcu-
lated orthologs, a similar workflow could incorporate
a BLAST service to calculate similarities on the fly, thus
allowing a user to start with his or her own set of
proteins and building a workflow to discover which of
these have homologs in the MIPS plant resources.

DISCUSSION

Plant genome and associated data have revolution-
ized plant research during the last years. The individ-
ual model plant research communities have benefited
greatly from appropriate storage, communication, and
display of genome data, which are a prerequisite for
the sustainable maintenance of genome annotation
and an indispensable informational infrastructure.
And the results from genome research and genome-
scale analyses have had significant impact. Even from
partial genomes such as collections of BESs, detailed
insights into the composition and characteristics of
particular genomes can be gained (Palmer et al, 2003;
Whitelaw et al., 2003; Messing et al., 2004). In addition,
the potential of combinatorial analysis of heteroge-
neous data sets such as fingerprinted contig data and
BES resulting in an ordered genomic alignment of
sequence and gene tags has been demonstrated re-
cently (Messing et al., 2004). Highly automated, mul-
tilayered analytical pipelines for detailed analysis and
annotation have become accepted necessities for plant
genome analysis. Continuous further development of
such procedures and the appropriate feed-in/feed-out
into data management systems already have a long
history at MIPS (Mayer et al., 1999; Arabidopsis
Genome Initiative, 2000; Schoof et al., 2004) and are
indispensable for plant genome analysis (Haberer
et al., 2004; G. Haberer, S. Young, A. Bharti, H.
Gundlach, C. Raymond, G. Fuks, E. Butler, R.A.
Wing, S. Rounsley, C. Nusbaum, B. Birren, K.F.X.
Mayer, and J. Messing, unpublished data). While these
analyses have so far required local access to the
database or the creation of a data warehouse for the
specific task, more and more these will be possible
remotely. This is an essential step, as maintaining and
integrating databases for multiple species locally be-
comes increasingly tedious (Wilkinson et al., 2005).
Remote access through Web services can ensure avail-

Figure 2. Annotation by similarity to Arabidopsis. This example workflow
generated in Taverna retrieves putative GO terms and Interpro accessions
for all genes on a Medicago contig by finding similar Arabidopsis genes
using BLAST and retrieving the GO and Interpro accessions associated
with these. To try this workflow, download Taverna at http://taverna.
sourceforge.net and load the XML workflow description provided as
supplemental data or on the MIPS Web site. The workflow can also be
executed step by step using the Gbrowse Web client at http://mips.gsf.de/
cgi-bin/proj/planet/gbrowse/gbrowse_moby and selecting the services as
listed in the figure. Example input values are namespace 5 ‘‘MIPS_
Contig_Medicago’’ and id 5 ‘‘mth2-4o4.’’ Services and input/output
objects used in this Workflow: I Inputs: namespace, id. The namespace
defineswhich database is searched in, e.g.MIPS_Contig_Medicago for the
Medicago contig sequence database. The id is the name of the contig to
search for. 1, Create_moby_data creates the MOBY object required as
input to BioMOBY services from the input strings. 2, getContigsByFreeText
does a free-text lookup, in case the contig namewas not entered precisely,
e.g. with wrong case. 3, extractElementNames returns a BioMOBYobject
with only the name. 4, getElementsForContig retrieves all GeneticEle-
ments (e.g. protein-coding genes) located on the given contig. 5, extract
ElementNames (see 3). 6, getProteinSequences. 7, extractElementSequen-
ces transforms the XML returned by getProteinSequences into BioMOBY
GenericSequence objects as consumed by the MIPSBlast service. 8,
MIPSBlast executes a BLAST search against the MAtDB Arabidopsis
protein database. 9, extractAGILocusCodes parses only the AGI locus
codes of matches in the BLAST output. 10, InterproAcc_by_AGI retrieves
the Interpro accessions assigned to Arabidopsis proteins. 11, getGOAccs-
ByAGICode retrieves the GO terms assigned to Arabidopsis proteins. 12,
Parse_moby_data makes the MOBYoutput human readable. O, Outputs:
InterproAccessions, GO_Accessions, BlastResults. The services used in
this workflow are made available by Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock
Centre (http://arabidopsis.info), John Innes Centre (http://www.jic.ac.uk),
and MIPS (mips.gsf.de). See http://www.eu-plant-genome.net for details.
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ability of current data while providing the flexibility
for novel queries and combinatorial analyses. Besides,
with a generic framework in place, any analysis can
be easily rerun for every new species made available
within the framework.

This comparative aspect is essential to unleash the
full potential of mining sequence data. Comparative
analyses have been demonstrated to be extremely
powerful in yeasts and vertebrates (Mouse Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 2002; Kellis et al., 2003;
Bejerano et al., 2004; International Chicken Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 2004; Rat Genome Sequenc-
ing Project Consortium, 2004) and genome-scale com-
parative analyses are emerging in plants as well (Goff
et al., 2002; Bonnet et al., 2004). While many of these
analyses will remain too computationally demanding
to be executed remotely, a generic framework for
management of data from multiple species is essential.
In our experience, this framework again simplifies the
task of making data available through Web services,
thus bringing the power of comparative analyses to
remote users, even if with limited performance.

CONCLUSION

We will continue to work toward a consistent view
of the model plant genomes, which entails intense
collaboration with international partners to synchro-
nize our efforts with other plant genome initia-
tives, databases, and analysis resources. To this end,
BioMOBY-compliant Web services are increasingly help-
ful. At the same time, they enable a completely new
user experience, providing a remote application in-
terface that can be harnessed by tools such as Taverna
to bring comparative analyses to remote users without
the need for programming or warehousing. While
current services focus on sequence, gene structure, and
function annotation, integration of modules to handle
expression data from microarray experiments is ex-
pected to add significantly to the value of the resource.
Further plans are to enable browsing syntenic regions
and viewing predicted orthologs or homologs in any
gene report. To this end, the integration with existing
MIPS systems like SIMAP (Mewes et al., 2004) and
Pedant (Riley et al., 2005) will be extended.

Plant genome databases will have to evolve with our
increasing knowledge of how genomes work. But at
the same time, well-structured integrated knowledge
resources and new query and access interfaces can
facilitate research and uncover some of their secrets.
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